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Re: Switch from Three Chamber to Five Chamber

As part of our on-going product review programme, designed to support market demands and 
enable us to provide an enhanced service offering to you as a valued customer, we are currently 
evaluating our complete product portfolio, including the current Duraflex foil offering.

Due to the decline in demand, the first of the changes will be to migrate from the three       
chamber to five chamber on the standard outer-frame 7511 to 7521 and the large outer-frame 
(Doors) 7512 to 7522.  With over 95% of our customer’s volume already on the five chamber, we 
will be working with the remaining 3 chamber customers to switch everything to five chamber 
7521 and 7522 by the end of February 2020.

There are some clear benefits of switching to our five chamber profile;

• It makes a stronger frame
• Corner weld strength is 30% stronger
• Large outer frame has internal webs to stop visual faces dipping
• There is a significant perception that a heavier frame delivers added value
• Improved U Values, with no need for thermal inserts
• Less profiles to stock (white and colours)
• Less reinforcement needed
• Reduced labour costs
• Improved factory efficiencies

To ensure a smooth transition and to minimise any potential disruption to your business our 
intention is to manage the cost of change on an individual basis.

In conclusion, the quality of finished product 7511 and 7512 has got to a point where the tool is 
run under concession due to a number of dimensional issues caused by excessive tool wear, and 
with demand decreasing significantly over the last two years it’s been impossible to justify the 
cost of new tooling, however, this is definitely the right time to move forward and streamline the 
product range to enhance the future service offering for white and foiled products alike.

As a valued customer I hope you can appreciate the reasons for the change and look upon this as 
an opportunity to enhance your standard product offering in-line with ever increasing reasons to 
improve product performance.

As always, if you have any questions please feel free to contact the Duraflex Technical             
department on 08705 351 351 or email technicalassist@duraflex.co.uk who will be happy to 
answer any queries.


